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OVERVIEW

Brief summary of existing deep-imaging surveys and 
what we have got out of them.
A quick look at a couple of surveys and the logic of 
doing them.
What part of parameter space is missing?
Suggestions for future deep wide-field imaging 
facilities on the E-ELT.
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GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
We are aiming for the post-JWST era. 

Some areas will have exceptionally deep MIR imaging.
Will the most distant galaxies still be a main driver for science?
We will not know where all the interesting sources are before JWST retires!

Are there areas of parameter space that have not been 
covered and that we wish to cover?
What wavelength range do we need?

NIR is currently a main limiting factor. Will this still be the case in 10-15 
years?
Is blue optical sensitivity important?

What resolution & area coverage do we need?
Do we need diffraction limit? What will be possible in 10-15-20 years?
Is there a trade-off between resolution & area?

There will almost certainly be some sort of imaging capability 
on the E-ELT (pre-imaging, commissioning etc).
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SOME EXISTING SURVEYS

The FIRES survey
Deep pointed NIR survey of 2 small patches of sky with deep HST 
data. Inspiration to the UKIDSS UDS and UltraVISTA surveys.

The COSMOS survey
Deep & wide survey based around an exceptional HST mosaic. 
Aims to have ~homogeneous multi-wavelength coverage & large 
enough area to beat (somewhat) cosmic variance.

The AEGIS survey
Multi-wavelength survey with different origins but centered 
around a large strip with HST data.

The CDF-S
Popular field with plenty of multi-wavelength coverage and a 
number of “surveys” on top, contains the HUDF.
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SOME EXISTING SURVEYS

The FIRES survey
Deep pointed NIR survey of 2 small patches of sky with deep HST 
data. Inspiration to the UKIDSS UDS and UltraVISTA surveys.

The COSMOS survey
Deep & wide survey based around an exceptional HST mosaic. 
Aims to have ~homogeneous multi-wavelength coverage & large 
enough area to beat (somewhat) cosmic variance.

The AEGIS survey
Multi-wavelength survey with different origins but centered 
around a large strip with HST data.

The CDF-S
Popular field with plenty of multi-wavelength coverage and a 
number of “surveys” on top, contains the HUDF.

An immediate conclusion:

Successful extra-galactic fields often have 
deep, high-resolution imaging as a backbone.

This is not always HST, especially if other unique data 
are available (e.g. SXDS with XMM & SCUBA & 
Spitzer data and Subaru imaging), but it is often the 
case.
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FIRES

HSC Deep
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FIRES
Set the standard for deep field NIR 
imaging using ISAAC. Reaches AB~26. 
in J,H,K

The depth and the red bands allowed 
the detection of massive, old galaxies at 
z~2. Helped give a broader view of the 
z~2 galaxy population.

A key result (e.g. van Dokkum et al 2006) is that most of the stars in 
the Universe at z~2 are in massive, old galaxies.

Problem for FIRES: Massive galaxies are clustered so a large 
areas is required to get a fair sample.
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FIRES
Set the standard for deep field NIR 
imaging using ISAAC. Reaches AB~26. 
in J,H,K

The depth and the red bands allowed 
the detection of massive, old galaxies at 
z~2. Helped give a broader view of the 
z~2 galaxy population.

A key result (e.g. van Dokkum et al 2006) is that most of the stars in 
the Universe at z~2 are in massive, old galaxies.

Problem for FIRES: Massive galaxies are clustered so a large 
areas is required to get a fair sample.

Since 100 Mpc (comoving) corresponds to:
  3º at z~0.5 and 1º.5 at z~2
you really would like to sample that scale at least.
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COSMOS
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COSMOS
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COSMOS

2 square degree HST mosaic.

Science: Active Galactic Nuclei, Star formation, Galaxy 
evolution, LFs, Galaxy mergers, multi-wavelength properties 
of galaxies, Large Scale Structure etc.

NIR data will be greatly improved with Ultravista. 
Spectroscopic follow-up ongoing and probably essential to 
fully achieve all scientific goals.
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THE POPULAR GUYS

http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~jarle/Surveys/DeepFields
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THE POPULAR GUYS

http://www.strw.leidenuniv.nl/~jarle/Surveys/DeepFields
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SCIENTIFIC AREAS
A Red Sequence at z ! 2.3 3

Fig. 1.— Rest-frame U ! B vs. stellar mass (top panels) and the color distribution at 2 " 1011M! along the z # 0.0 slope (bottom
panels) for the 2 < z < 3 massive galaxy sample. In the bottom panels we show only galaxies more massive than 1011M! (to the right of
the dashed line in top panels). The black histograms in the bottom panels show a significant peak (> 3!), indicating that a red sequence
was already in place at z # 2.3. The solid curve in the bottom panels represents the best fit to the color distribution of the red-sequence
galaxies. The resulting location of the red sequence is indicated by the solid line in the top panels. All galaxies above the dotted line in
the top panels are defined as red-sequence galaxies in this work ((U ! B)M > (U ! B)peak ! 0.1). The left and right panels illustrate
the properties of the galaxies according to SED modeling and emission line diagnostics, respectively. The symbols in panel a indicate the
best-fit specific SFRs. In panel b the di!erent symbols show if emission lines are detected for the galaxies, and whether the emission lines
are dominated by star formation or by AGN activity (see Kriek et al. 2007). The corresponding color distributions are presented in panel c
and d by the matching colors. The average 1! confidence interval is given in the top left of the top panels. Both independent star formation
indicators imply that the red sequence at z # 2.3 is dominated by galaxies with little or no ongoing star formation.

peak of the distribution is shown by the solid orange line
in Figures 1a and b. All galaxies above the dotted line
([U"B]M > [U"B]peak"0.1) are defined as red-sequence
galaxies from hereon.

Our result may seem in disagreement with previous
studies, some of which indicate that the red sequence
disappears beyond z = 1.5 (e.g., Cirasuolo et al. 2007).
However, finding a red sequence, as is well known, re-
quires very accurate rest-frame color determinations.
The use of a galaxy sample with spectroscopic redshifts
and stellar continuum shapes – and not just photomet-
ric information – enables us to detect a significant red

sequence beyond z = 2, in contrast to previous studies.
Broadband photometry in combination with photometric
redshifts with errors of !z/(1 + z) ! 0.07 gives random
errors of 0.1 mag in rest-frame U " B, and systematic
errors may play an even larger role. Furthermore, the
typical uncertainties on stellar mass and absolute mag-
nitude are a factor of ! 2 and ! 0.4 mag, respectively
(Kriek et al. 2008). Thus, the uncertainties on the lo-
cation of the individual red-sequence galaxies are larger
than the width of the intrinsic red sequence. This im-
plies that photometric studies with errors of ! 0.07 in
!z/(1+ z) are not able to recover a red sequence. Stud-

Old and dead red.
E.g. Kriek et al (2008), CDF-S etc. Depth and 
field of view allows the selection of old red 
galaxies at z~2.3. Spectroscopic follow-up allows 
the detection of a red sequence at z~2.3

NIR & area

Selection of interesting classes of objects

region in this plane, well separated by lower redshift galaxies,
with the bluest B! z color at fixed z! K. By defining

BzK " (z! K )AB ! (B! z)AB; #1$

it follows that z > 1:4 star-forming galaxies are all selected by
the criterion

BzK % !0:2; #2$

i.e., to the left of the solid line in Figure 3. In Figure 3 are also
marked the spectroscopically confirmed passive systems at z >
1:4. The classification of these old galaxies relies on the de-
tection of significant continuum breaks and absorption features
in the rest-frame 2500–3000 8 region (Cimatti et al. 2004).
Being the reddest objects in both B! z and z! K colors, old

stellar systems at z > 1:4 can also be readily isolated in a BzK
diagram using

BzK < !0:2 \ (z! K )AB > 2:5: #3$

All objects with zphot > 1:4 are also selected by the above
criteria, as evident from Figure 3. Thus, the overall BzK-
selected sample includes 25 star-forming galaxies at z > 1:4
having BzK % !0:2 (15 zspec and 10 zphot ) and seven old gal-
axies at z > 1:4 having BzK < !0:2 and z! K > 2:5 (4 zspec
and 3 zphot). The above criteria are therefore quite efficient in
singling out z > 1:4 galaxies, since the lower redshift ‘‘inter-
lopers’’ are only 13% of the resulting samples, i.e., five objects
(including 3 Chandra sources at 0:8 < z < 1:2 and 2 star-
forming galaxies at 1:2 < z < 1:4). It is not unexpected that

Fig. 3.—Two-color (z! K ) vs. (B! z) diagram for the galaxies in the GOODS area of the K20 survey. Galaxies at high redshifts are highlighted: solid triangles
represent galaxies at z > 1:4 with features typical of young star-forming systems (D04); solid circles are for z > 1:4 galaxies with old stellar populations (Cimatti et al.
2004); empty squares are objects with no measured spectroscopic redshift and zphot > 1:4. Sources detected in the X-ray catalogs of Giacconi et al. (2002) and/or
Alexander et al. (2003) are circled. Stars show spectroscopically identified galactic objects. The diagonal solid line defines the region BzK " (z! K )! (B! z) %
!0:2 that is efficient to isolate z > 1:4 star-forming galaxies. The horizontal dashed line further defines the region z! K > 2:5 that contains old galaxies at z > 1:4.
The error bar located in the top left part of the diagram shows the median error in the (z! K ) and (B! z) colors of objects at z > 1:4 (either photometric or
spectroscopic). The dotted diagonal defines the region occupied by stars. The four objects with zphot < 1:4 are not highlighted and occupy the same region as
zspec < 1:4 objects. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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!z ! 1:5, search area of 100 arcmin2, and bias of 7 (which is ap-
propriate for sources with volume densities of "10#3.5 Mpc#3;
e.g., Mo &White 1996; Somerville et al. 2004; Trenti & Stiavelli
2008), we estimate a 1 ! rms uncertainty of "30% in the "k’s
due to field-to-field variations (see also estimates in Bouwens
& Illingworth 2006). At z " 9, these uncertainties are "20%
assuming a redshift selection window with width !z ! 2 (see
Bouwens et al. 2005).

Uncertainties in our effective volume estimates derive primar-
ily from our imperfect knowledge of the size (or surface bright-
ness) distribution of star-forming galaxies at z k 7.6 Fortunately,
the mean size of star-forming galaxies at zk 4 show a good cor-
relationwith redshift [i.e., mean half-light radius/(1$ z)#1:1%0:3

for fixed luminosity; Bouwens et al. 2006] and we can make a
reasonable estimate for what the size (surface brightness) distribu-
tion of galaxies is at z k 7. Nonetheless, this distribution is at least
as uncertain as the error on the size-redshift scaling. Propagating
the error on this scaling into the size distributions assumed in our
effective volume estimates, we estimate an rms uncertainty of
17% in the selection volume at z " 7 and 15% at z " 9 due to the
uncertainties in the size (surface brightness) distribution. Together
the size and large-scale structure uncertainties add an uncertainty
of 34% and 25% rms to each bin of the rest-frameUVLF at z " 7
and z " 9, respectively. These uncertainties have been added in
quadrature with those deriving from the small number statistics.
They are given in Table 3.

These LFs are also presented in Figure 4 with the magenta
points for our z " 7 LF and black downward arrows for the con-
straints on the z " 9 LF. A comparison with previous determina-
tions at z " 4, z " 5, and z " 6 from Bouwens et al. (2007) is
also included on this figure for context. Although the error bars
for individual points in the LF at z " 7 are still quite sizeable,
there is strong evidence that the UV LF at z " 7 is different from

the UV LF at z " 6 (99% confidence) and thus there is evolution
from z " 7 to z " 6. We determined this confidence level by find-
ing the value of M & and"& whichminimizes the total#2 evaluated
for our i- and z-dropout LFs and then looking at the probability of
obtaining the resultant reduced-#2 purely by chance. This con-
clusion was already drawn by Bouwens & Illingworth (2006) on
the basis of a smaller but very similar selection of galaxies.

4.2. Schechter Determinations

We now attempt to express the results of our search for z k 7
galaxies using a Schechter parameterization. The Schechter pa-
rameterization is convenient since it is much more amenable to
interpretation than stepwise LFs are. Of course, it is not at all
clear from the stepwise LFs derived in x 4.1 (particularly given
the sizeable observational uncertainties) that theUVLF atz k 7 is
well described by a Schechter function (see discussion in x 5.5).
As with our stepwise determinations, we calculate the expected

surface density of dropouts given a model LF by using equa-
tion (1) and expressing the Schechter function in stepwise form.
For convenience, we have decided to bin the surface density of
galaxies in magnitude intervals of width 0.1 mag. Use of sub-
stantially finer bins does not have a noticeable effect on the re-
sults. Because of the size of current z " 7Y10 samples and limited
luminosities (P#19 AB mag) to which we can probe, we cannot
hope to obtain very strong constraints on the faint-end slope of the
LF at z k 7 and therefore it makes sense for us to fix it to some
fiducial value.We adopt#1.74, which is the faint-end slope of the
UV LF at z " 6 determined by Bouwens et al. (2007) using the
HUDF and a large number of deep ACS fields. Later we will
investigate the sensitivity of our results to the assumed faint-
end slope.
Our best-fit Schechter parameters at z " 7 for our z-dropout se-

lection areM &
AB!#19:8% 0:4magand"&! 0:0011$0:0017

#0:0007Mpc#3

for a fixed faint-end slope $ ! #1:74. The 68% and 95% likeli-
hood contours for these parameters are given in Figure 5 and
compared with our previous determinations from our B-, V-, and
i-dropout selections at z " 4, z " 5, and z " 6, respectively
(Bouwens et al. 2007). The best-fit values are also given in Table 4.
Large-scale structure uncertainties resulting from field-to-field
variations were estimated using Monte Carlo simulations (Ap-
pendix A) and incorporated into the uncertainties quoted above.
While the best-fit value for"& is very similar to that found at z " 4
for the Bouwens et al. (2007) B-dropout selections, the best-fit
value for M &

UV is 1:2 % 0:4 mag fainter than the value of M &
UV

(=#20:98 % 0:07 mag) found at z " 4 by Bouwens et al. (2007)
and 0:4 % 0:4 mag fainter than the value of M &

UV (=#20:24 %
0:19 mag) found at z " 6 by Bouwens et al. (2007). This suggests
that the brightening we observe in M &

UV from z " 6 to z " 4
(Bouwens et al. 2006, 2007) is also seen from z " 7. Of course,
we must admit that we are somewhat surprised that our best-fit
Schechter parameters are in such excellent agreement with an
extrapolation of lower redshift trends! It would suggest that our
z-dropout sample may largely be made up of star-forming gal-
axies at z " 7 aswe have argued in xx 3.3 and 3.4 (i.e., the number
of low-redshift interlopers is small) and that the effective volumes
we have estimated for this sample are reasonably accurate (see
also discussion in Appendix B).
Given the small size of current z-dropout samples, it may seem

surprising that we are able to obtain any constraint at all on the
shape on the UV LF at z " 7. Fortunately, the large luminosity
range over which we have constraints on the surface density of
dropouts (i.e., from 25 to 28 AB mag) largely makes up for
what we lack in statistics. These constraints can be helpful,
even brightward of 26.0 AB mag, where our z-dropout sample

Fig. 4.—Determinations of the rest-frame UV luminosity function (LF) at
z " 7 using both a Schechter parameterization (magenta line) and in stepwise
form (magenta circles with 1 ! error bars). Note that the stepwise and Schechter
determinations of the LF are determined separately (i.e., our Schechter LF fits are
not obtained through fits to our stepwise LFs). The lines are not fits to the points.
The 1! upper limits on the bright end of theUVLF atz " 7 and at z " 9 are shown
with the downward arrows inmagenta and black, respectively. For context, we have
included the rest-frame UV LFs determined by B07 at z " 4 (red symbols), z " 5
(green symbols), and z " 6 (red symbols).

6 Uncertainties in the UV color distribution also contribute to the overall error
budget for our effective volume estimates, but they are smaller in general (e.g.,
see x 5.2).

BOUWENS ET AL.238 Vol. 686

Daddi et al 2004

Bouwens et al 2008
Mixed bags & distant star-forming
Both BzK and drop-out searches 
allow the construction of huge 
samples of distant galaxies of all 
kinds. Drop-out techniques are 
ideal for studying star-forming 
systems but need large area for 
the bright end of the LF and 
depth for the faint end.

Multi-wavelength, NIR, Resolution, Depth
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SCIENTIFIC AREAS
Finding rare objects
e.g. the CFHT QSO survey, finding L/T dwarfs.

Area, multi-wavelength, Depth

previous procedure. This mapping process avoids introducing im-
age deformation and is significantly quicker computationally.

2.4. Galaxy Catalogs

Object finding and shape measurement were executed on the
mosaic-stacked images using the IMCAT software suite devel-
oped by N. Kaiser. A threshold nu = 10 was adopted. Photo-
metric calibration used Landolt standard stars (Landolt 1992)
and the faint standards of Majewski et al. (1994). We adopt the
Vega magnitude system in the following.

Galaxies are distinguished from stars by means of their half-
light radius, rh, namely,

rh > r!h " !r!
h
;

where r!h and !r!
h
are the half-light radius of a stellar image

and its rms, respectively. The galaxy size distribution is shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 4 shows the cumulative number density of galaxies
as a function of RC-band magnitude. The surface density ex-
ceeds 50 arcmin#2 when the seeing is superb (0.4700) and is
$15 arcmin#2 in those poor-seeing images (>0.900) discarded
from our analysis (Fig. 5a). Table 1 lists the seeing and the gal-
axy density for each field.

Finally, we masked all objects close to bright stars (within
1800 for bUSNO-A < 15 mag and 9000 for bUSNO-A < 11.7). Light
halos around bright stars can introduce spurious galaxies.

2.5. Weak-Lensing Analysis

2.5.1. Shape Measurements

Object shapes are represented by ellipticities e = (e1, e2) =
{I11 # I22, 2I12}/(I11 " I22), where the Iij are Gaussian-weighted
quadrupole moments of the surface brightness distribution. The
PSF of the images is usually smeared by various instrumental

effects such as optical aberrations and the tracking error of the
telescope. The PSF anisotropy is estimated based on images
of stars, and the galaxy images are corrected so that images of
neighboring stars are recircularized. Galaxy ellipticities are then
corrected as

e0 % e# Psm

P!
sm

e!; &2'

Fig. 2.—Effect of the undersampled warp correction in an image taken with
0.700 seeing: (a) no operation; (b) after rotation by 6.8 ; 10#4 rad. A 1.8% re-
sidual is reduced to 0.75%.

Fig. 3.—Size distribution of faint galaxies for the magnitude range 23 <
RC < 26, observed under three seeing conditions. The size is estimated as a
circular Gaussian FWHM here. Those galaxies whose sizes are larger than the
seeing size are adopted in the galaxy catalogs.

Fig. 4.—Cumulative galaxy number counts used in the weak-lensing analy-
sis. Three representative cases in the GD 140 field are shown to demonstrate how
seeing affects the surface density.

SUPRIME-CAM WEAK-LENSING SURVEY. I. 717No. 2, 2007 Miyazaki et al (2007)

Weak gravitational lensing
To do lensing studies from the ground you need a 
lot of background galaxies - but you can provide 
very interesting constraints on cosmology

Area, Resolution, Multi-band

Temporal events/variability
Faint gamma-ray bursts, SNe (Pop III?), XXX, LSST will 
open up this area and it is likely to be of considerable 
interest in the future.
Area, Resolution
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AREA - DEPTH

373 deep optical & NIR extra-galactic fields

WHDF K

JWST
Ultra-Deep

JWST
Deep

HySupC
Deep

EUCLID
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AREA - DEPTH

Gap?
373 deep optical & NIR extra-galactic fields

WHDF K

JWST
Ultra-Deep

JWST
Deep

HySupC
Deep

EUCLID
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RESOLUTION - DEPTH

HSC Deep
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RESOLUTION - DEPTH

Here there is clearly relatively few intermediately good seeing data, deep, images 
available. This is furthermore the optimal size-range for high-z galaxies with sizes 
0.1-0.3” - note that this is a prime target for 4-8m class GLAO imagers! This also 
matches well to ALMA etc. - a resolution of 0.1” is a good target.

HSC Deep
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WAVELENGTH - DEPTH

No gap might be apparent...

JWST

EUCLID
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JWST

WAVELENGTH - DEPTH

In fact with the hugely improved performance in the NIR/MIR from 
JWST we might be lacking in the optical! (At high redshift perhaps 
less as dust-free young galaxies are closer to AB~constant)
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JWST

WAVELENGTH - DEPTH

In fact with the hugely improved performance in the NIR/MIR from 
JWST we might be lacking in the optical! (At high redshift perhaps 
less as dust-free young galaxies are closer to AB~constant)
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IN SUMMARY

Deep imaging surveys have formed the fundament for a 
large amount of progress in extra-galactic astronomy in 
the last 10-15 years.

Multi-wavelength coverage and spectroscopic follow-up 
has been crucial & HST has been the backbone for much 
of the work.

Lack of deep, wide-field images with seeing ~0.3-0.4 
arcsec - this will also be very helpful for lensing studies.

10-20 arcmin2 deep fields are not very abundant but you 
really want to cover >1deg2 
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WHAT WE REALLY WANT!
Solar astronomers have shown us 
that the atmosphere really can be 
understood well enough, routinely 
reaching diffraction limit in the 
optical.

So can we hope for MCAO over 
~0.5 deg2 FOV with ~0.1” seeing 
@600nm?

2x3 arcmin2 FOV - 
diffraction limit, simple AO!

A goal to stretch towards!
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SO WHAT NEXT? (EXAMPLES)
VISTA

Deep NIR imaging - great jump forwards in area coverage but 
some science already doable with UKIDSS data.

VST
Not a major player for the deep-field scene but useful complement.

Hyper-Suprime Cam
1.5 deg diameter, very deep images. Deep layer survey planned to  
g=29.8, r=29.3, i=28.9, z=28.2, y=27.4 over 5 deg2 with narrow band 
coverage as well.

LSST (not yet? funded)
8m dedicated survey telescope. Not particularly deep imaging but 
will be very powerful for the time-domain, weak lensing.

JWST
An entirely different ball-game. µJy -> nJy. Will be without 
competition at λ>3µm for most extra-galactic science.
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THE COMPETITORS: JWST
Sky background at 2µm ~ 1000 times higher on the ground and 
JWST is a 6.5m telescope so if we look at resolved sources JWST is 
~1000/(422/6.52) ~ 25 times faster than an E-ELT.

NIRCAM is ~2’x2’ so an E-ELT imager with FoV ~10x10 arcmin2  
should be competitive with JWST at 2µm and shorter.

However the time-scales are such that a straight comparison is 
incorrect. For distant galaxies an imager with <0.3” PSF over >5 
arcmin2 can be an excellent complement to JWST at wavelengths 
shorter than K even though it might have a somewhat slower 
mapping speed.

Would really enter a different area if it becomes possible to get 
<0.1” PSFs over areas of this order.
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THE COMPETITORS: 
8M WIDE-FIELD IMAGERS

Comparable sky background (unless we go to Antarctica) so for resolved sources 
the E-ELT is  ~ 25 times faster than an 8m with the same FOV. The issue is with 
the FOV! (although few 8m-class telescopes have wide-field possibilities...)

Hyper Suprime Cam for instance, will have a FOV ~ 1.75 deg2 so the E-
ELT imager would need to have a FOV > 15‘x15’ (plus, of course, that the HSC 
would have been on the sky for a long time by the time the E-ELT imager comes along)

So, is that the end of it?
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THE COMPETITORS: 
8M WIDE-FIELD IMAGERS

Comparable sky background (unless we go to Antarctica) so for resolved sources 
the E-ELT is  ~ 25 times faster than an 8m with the same FOV. The issue is with 
the FOV! (although few 8m-class telescopes have wide-field possibilities...)

Hyper Suprime Cam for instance, will have a FOV ~ 1.75 deg2 so the E-
ELT imager would need to have a FOV > 15‘x15’ (plus, of course, that the HSC 
would have been on the sky for a long time by the time the E-ELT imager comes along)

So, is that the end of it?
Not necessarily: 
Time-domain does not allow as long integration times (SNe, GRBs, other 
variable sources).
Resolution - esp. in NIR (although techniques will prob. first be 
implemented on 8m class telescopes).
Ultra-deep data - optical complement to JWST.
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WHAT ABOUT EUCLID/JDEM?

Deep (~24 AB) NIR imaging across most of the sky.
Deep optical imaging in the same areas (one band?)
Needs ground-based additional data for phot-zs.(?)
Small telescope (~1.2m) so limited resolution & not 
competitive in depth with ground in optical.
Not really a direct competitor but an excellent 
complement.
Would however do much/most of the lensing work.
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SO IS THERE A CASE FOR A WFI ON THE E-ELT 
FROM THE EXTRA-GALACTIC  POINT OF VIEW??

Probably:
Depth - needs to beat 8m survey telescopes (4m if no replacement 
to VISTA appears), so ultra-deep images are of interest. This then 
would complement JWST - for that need ~100 arcmin2 to match the 
deep-wide survey.

Time-variability - faint SNe, optical (and other) transients.

Resolution over wide area - Would need PSF sizes <0.3” across a 
wide FOV. More extreme AO would be even better but it is likely 
that this will first be implemented on smaller telescopes.
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WHAT COULD IT DO?
Establish the faint galaxy population out to 
z~7-8 (LFs, clustering, SFR)

Faint QSOs to very high-z. Poor correlation 
between halo mass and luminosity means a 
large luminosity range must be sampled to 
constrain models.

Weak lensing & hence cosmology, AGNs.

Nearby galaxies, Galactic work (e. g. WD, neutron stars), all PSF 
dependent to some extent - resolved stellar populations in nearby galaxy 
halos (e.g. M31) is often limited by star-galaxy separation

Variability of very faint sources (AGNs, µlensing, optical transients), 
follow-up of faint SNe, GRBs & other outbursts. Particular interest: Pop III 
SNe (JWST will probably not be very efficient at detecting them)
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CHARACTERISTICS?
For extra-galactic work, λ < 3µm is probably sufficient for much 
work because JWST would be unbeatable at longer wavelengths. 
However it will probably also not be working any more!

The optical regime might be useful for characterising high-z 
galaxies and complement JWST. As blue as possible but AO gain is 
important (λ > 0.6µm?). Ultra-deep imaging.
To be competitive with/beat JWST the FoV must be >10‘x10’ with 
<0.3” “PSF”. (GLAO/MCAO?), a stable PSF is important for 
lensing. To beat 8m class telescopes, even larger FoVs > 15‘x15’ 
and/or better PSFs (“SuprimeCam”). Aim towards 0.1” PSFs into 
the optical region ( don’t ask me to design/build it!!)
The time-domain has the potential to be of major interest - here 
there are no competitors for faint work - but few strong science 
cases have been worked out thus far probably.
Equally strong/stronger constraints are likely to come from solar 
system studies, Galactic science.
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